CIRCULAR

To - All the Pre-final year students (2015 batch - BE/B.Tech/MCA/ME/MTech) eligible for campus recruitments

This is in-continuation to our earlier circulars dated 20th Mar and 9th Apr 2014 regarding CRT Summer Training Program from 22nd Apr to 16th May 2014 at our college.

1. This CRT Summer Training is MANDATORY for all the eligible students. However, students who do not meet Campus Eligibility are also allowed to attend this program for their future betterment.

2. During the HoDs meeting held on 23rd Apr 2014, a resolution was passed that if any student fails to attend this program, he/she will NOT be permitted to attend Day-1 Campus Selections. This is to ensure that maximum placement conversion will happen in the Campus Selections.

3. If any student does not wish to attend the CRT program, he/she may write a letter to the Principal (through their HoD) requesting for the exemption; so that they become eligible for Day-2 & further campus selections.

4. Students were advised to plan their summer industrial training accordingly.

5. Students who have lab exams on these days are exempted from attending CRT classes for that day; and the attendance will be posted for that period for those students.

Copy to:
1. The Director (Admn) – for information
2. The Dean T&P – to execute the program & monitor students’ attendance
3. The HoDs(all depts) – to inform & brief all the eligible pre-final students to attend this CRT Summer Training Program. Also, you are requested to send Schedule of Lab Exams to T&P Dept for posting attendance.